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STAFF CONTACT

AVAILABILITY

DESCRIPTION

Board of Directors

ihannon@niri.org Available

The Board of Directors establishes direction for NIRI, serves as a
policy-making body for issues affecting NIRI and the conduct of
investor relations, provides strategic planning for NIRI, and oversees
the operation of staff. Four positions are available per year.
Volunteers must be active IR practitioner members.

Fellows Selection Committee

ihannon@niri.org Available

The NIRI Fellows Selection Committee chooses those living NIRI
members who epitomize the leadership, integrity, involvement, and
contributions of investor relations professionals. Volunteers must
be NIRI Fellows.

Ethics Council

tallen@niri.org

Available

The NIRI Ethics Council was formed to elevate the importance of
ethical issues and provide additional resources to members and the
Board. The Council acts as an independent committee of the Board
regarding ethical matters that may arise in the practice of investor
relations. Volunteers are appointed by the NIRI Board Chair.

Annual Conference

Shannon Potter

Availability
dependent on
programming

The NIRI Annual Conference is the largest IR professional
development event in the world. Limited volunteer opportunities
include the Annual Conference Committee and speaking
opportunities dependent on programming. Project-based
volunteering and mentoring opportunities also available.

Senior Roundtable Steering
Committee

Shannon Potter

Availability
dependent on
programming

The NIRI Senior Roundtable provides the forum to support and
recognize your experience, with exclusive opportunities to engage
with senior-level IR practitioners. Limited positions on the Steering
Committee are available to guide programming, and limited
speaking opportunities exist dependent on programming.
Volunteers must be Senior Roundtable members.
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Fundamentals of Investor
Relations

Shannon Potter

Availability
dependent on
programming

NIRI’s Fundamental of Investor Relations is a comprehensive IR
seminar offering a structured overview of all aspects of investor
relations. Limited volunteer speaking opportunities exist dependent
on programming.

NIRI Webinars

Shannon Potter

Availability
dependent on
programming

NIRI Webinars are an excellent opportunity to learn without leaving
your office or while on the road. Limited volunteer speaking
opportunities exist dependent on programming.

Certification Council

Iman Hannon

Availability
dependent on
term completions

The Investor Relations Charter (IRC®) Certification Council adopts
policies and procedures that govern all IRC certification activities.

Certification Scheme Committee Iman Hannon

Availability
dependent on
term completions
Availability
dependent on
term completions

The CSC Committee is responsible for developing and maintaining
the IRC scheme (i.e., examination and renewal program).

Examination Development
Committee

Iman Hannon

The EDC Committee is responsible for constructing IRC examination
forms and building the item bank to meet psychometric guidelines
and test specifications.

IR Update Magazine

Ted Allen

Available

IR Update is NIRI's premier member magazine. Each issue contains
informative articles on the latest IR developments, trends, and best
practices from today's thought leaders. If you are interested in
contributing an article for the magazine, please review our Editorial
Guidelines. Contributors are eligible to receive PDUs for their
articles.

Editorial Advisory Committee,
IR Update

Ted Allen

Available

Editorial Advisory Committee members contribute ideas and
content to NIRI staff in support of the magazine’s objectives and
plans.

Social Media Thought-Leader
Posts

Iman Hannon

Available

Consider advancing the IR profession by exploring an aspect of each
of the ten domains or the Investor Relations Competency
Framework in a thought-leadership piece posted on NIRI’s eGroups
members-only discussion forum, or NIRI’s LinkedIn Group discussion

page. Becoming a blogger is the way to enhance your skills, share
your insight, and earn PDUs to maintain your IRC certification.
NIRI Chapters
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Local NIRI
Chapters

Contact local
chapter for
opportunities

NIRI chapters provide excellent information, professional
development, and networking opportunities on a regional and
virtual basis. There also is an opportunity to participate in NIRI’s
advocacy efforts through the chapter advocacy ambassador
program.

